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WeatherAction offers to fill the gap as Met Office admits 

failure of seasonal forecasts; and calls on Met Office and 

politicians to give up Global Warming ‘Religion’ 

“Global Warming is a paper tiger” – Piers Corbyn 
 
Comment From Piers Corbyn http://twitter.com/Piers_Corbyn 
piers@weatheraction.com  +442079399946 / +447958713320  
 

WeatherAction.com long range weather & climate 
forecasters today (5 March) said it was good news 
the Met Office now admits they were ‘also-rans’ in 
the long range forecasting stakes and offered to fill 
the forecasting gap in the national interest. 
 

“This is a serious matter, not a game, the Met office 
surrender is important because their misleading failed 
forecasts have cased unnecessary suffering and loss of 
life and would continue to do so if not terminated. The 
cold icy winter caused huge economic loss made worse 
by the UK and Europe running out of road salt after the 
Met Office’s mild winter prognosis – in which some also 
died in road accidents as a consequence”, said Piers 
Corbyn, astrophysicist of WeatherAction. 
 

“WeatherAction are the only long-range forecasters 
with independent proven skill and we stand ready to fill 
the gap in long range forecasts. The Govt, BBC, 
Councils and Emergency services need our forecasts but so far Environment Minister Hilary Benn has not 
responded to our offer to, eg, produce a summer forecast which can say whether or not the UK will have 
another lousy summer with floods.  
 
“Our WeatherAction long range forecasts were verified in all 5 of the recent seasons of significant departure 
from normal – floody / non-barbecue summers of 2007, 08, 09 and the cold/snowy winters 08/09 & 09/10. 
The WeatherAction success score was 5/5 and the Met office score zero out of 5.  Links: - 

http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews10No10.pdf ,  
http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews10No5.pdf  .  
MUST SEE: "The Worst possible March for farming & gardens is on the way for Britain, Ireland & much of 
Europe" AND winter 09/10 world REVIEW  = http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=5260  
WeatherAction forecast accuracy  http://www.weatheraction.com/pages/pv.asp?p=wact5&fsize=0 
 

Give up Global Warming ‘Religion’! 

“Undoubtedly a contributing factor to the MetOffice seasonal forecasting failure is their 
dogmatic adherence to the failed hypothesis of Man-made Global Warming and, in the name 
of evidence-based science, it’s time they drop that too”,  said Piers. 
 

“It beggars belief that the Met Office admit they cannot forecast reliably more than a week or so ahead and 
yet claim they can forecast climate a century ahead. They say their seasonal type forecasting and climate 
models are different but we must point out they are connected - and note for WeatherAction what we say 
about weather a few weeks ahead and about climate 100 years ahead are totally joined-up*.   
 

“For a start the past seasonal test data for Met Office seasonal forecasts included fraudulent biased data 
(ClimateGate) which shows unreal warming. Secondly they know CO2 is still rising and believe that causes 
warming, so it’s no surprise that their seasonal forecasts read like holiday guides for a warming world. 
 



“Astoundingly rather than admit the fact that the world is now cooling while CO2 is rising and all the other 
predictions of the Global Warming dogma have failed and there is no evidence for the hypothesis of man-
made climate change, they now announce that they find ‘stronger evidence’ for a human-climate link. 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/8550090.stm ) 
“Let us be clear, when asked at a recent conference held at the Royal Society** for Observational 
evidence of Man-made Climate Change the experts offered none*** and when challenged on the 
warming and alarmist predictions of the UN Climate Committee (the IPCC) and associates they slid 
back from the predictions which have appeared as fast as Amy Williams slid down the ice run at the 
winter Olympics.  (**Greenhouse Gases in the Earth system: setting the agenda to 2030 - 22/23 Feb 2009) 
 

“Their recent claim (http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/8550090.stm ) that a review of 110 research papers 
shows stronger evidence for their dogma is profoundly dishonest. The papers they quote are evidence of 
nothing which confirms their hypothesis. They do not review the myriad of papers which deny their 
hypothesis. They might as well include a few telephone directories as evidence. What they review is a self 
quoting set of papers by people making a living out of climate-hype which report on changing climate. Some 
of these papers use fraudulent data and reports to make their case and NONE prove any link between CO2, 
man-made or other, and world warming or climate change.  
Climate has always been changing, evidence of this is not evidence that it is caused by man or CO2. 
There is no evidence for their hypothesis and they have refused all requests from scientists to provide it.  
 

Global Warming is a Paper Tiger! 

***The ‘evidence’ For Man-made Climate Change offered by the top experts 
At the Royal Society Greenhouse Meeting on 22/23 Feb in the full session Piers Corbyn asked Corinne Le Quéré, 
Professor of Environmental Sciences of University of East Anglia  
Q  What Evidence do you have for Man-Made Climate Change?   She replied: 
A: It’s hot on Venus which has a lot of CO2;  

Referred to an experiment which showed CO2 absorbs infra-red and showed aspects of plant responses; 
and said “There is no other explanation for IT.” 

 

Piers responded; “This is a scientific meeting and requires observational evidence”. She offered no observational 
evidence based on historical data, neither did any of the 200 present which included leading lights from the Met Office.    
“Their response was entirely in terms of failed theory & models, arrogant emotive spin and what they believe”, said 
Piers. “The idea that there is no other explanation therefore ‘IT’ must be CO2, is barmy; like If it’s not a dog it must be 
a cat! The Climate hype industry, the Met Office and the BBC are now engaged in a ‘Custer’s last stand’ to defend 
their failed theory. They will come up with ever more desperate ploys and recruit anyone from Carbon-credit worthy 
dictators (such as Mugabe) to film makers to try and hold their position. Meanwhile politicians in the UK of all major 
parties are still engaged in a stupidy parade of climate hype to justify so-called ‘green taxes’ and silly projects. The 
whole man-made climate change bandwagon is but a paper tiger, and must be defeated” , said Piers 
 
Links:- 

 

Refutations of CO2 Warming hypothesis 
http://www.copenhagenclimatechallenge.org/  
www.WeatherAction.com News Archive WANews Nos 80-84  
=  http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews09No80.pdf & subsequent.  
http://www.tech-know.eu/uploads/Letter_UN_Sec_Gen_Ban_Ki-moon.pdf (14th July 08, still no reply) 
World cooling has set-in warns astrophysicist - BBC & 'Global Warming apologists' challenged to end 'cover-up' by Piers Corbyn = 
http://climaterealists.com/index.php?id=3307&linkbox=true&position=6 
 

* VIDEO How the Solar Weather Technique Works www.kane-tv.com/wa/youtube  & see Piers3 parts1, 2, 3 
 

Topical 
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2010/03/05/met-office-ends-season-forecasts-no-more-bbq-summers/ 
http://www.thefirstpost.co.uk/60364,news-comment,news-politics,coldest-winter-in-30-years-gets-met-office-in-hot-water 
 

Latest ClimateGate Interviews on Russia TV: 
=> Laura Emmett Reports Climategate Kyoto5yrsOn Protocol & Copenhagen No import to world well-being RussiaTV 
16Feb PiersCorbyn JohnChristie http://bit.ly/bOv4Te 
=> LauraEmmett new ClimateGate PiersCorbyn & TomHarris on the Science http://rt.com/Top_News/2010-02-
04/climategate-climate-change-fake.html 
 => 15 DecCrosstalk - Piers Corbyn (in London) ,  Michael MacCracken (IPCC in Washington DC) ,   Bjorn Lomborg (in 
Copenhagen) Link via: 16th December 2009 WeatherAction News No 99 = 
http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=122&c=1 
=> Nov 27th 2009 Raging argument! Piers Corbyn (London), Aleksey Kokorin (of WWF, Moscow). Link to video via 
http://climaterealists.com/index.php?tid=33&page=4  
 


